CMA004A
Philadelphia, PA

Legend
- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
CMA020A
Seattle-Everett, WA

Legend
- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
CMA021A
Milwaukee, WI

Legend
- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
Legend

- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
Analysis as of 01/11/2012
CMA031A
Columbus, OH

Legend
- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
CMA032A
Hartford-New Britain-Bristol, CT

Legend
- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
CMA037A
Louisville, KY-IN

Legend
- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
CMA039A
Salt Lake City-Ogden, UT

Legend:
- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
CMA040A
Dayton, OH

Legend
- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
CMA047A
Greensboro-Winston-Salem-High Point, NC

Legend
- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
CMA053A
Syracuse, NY

Legend
- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
CMA056A
Northeast Pennsylvania, PA

Legend
- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
CMA059A
Richmond, VA

Legend
- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
CMA065A
Omaha, NE-IA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
CMA072A
West Palm Beach-Boca Raton, FL

Legend
- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
CMA074A
Fresno, CA

Legend
- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
CMA075A
Austin, TX

Legend
- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
CMA076A
New Bedford-Fall River, MA

Legend
- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
CMA081A
El Paso, TX

Legend
- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
CMA083A
Mobile, AL

Legend
- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
CMA088A
Chattanooga, TN-GA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
CMA089A
Wichita, KS

Legend

- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
CMA092A
Little Rock-North Little Rock, AR

Legend
- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
CMA094A
Saginaw-Bay City-Midland, MI

Legend
- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
CMA101A
Beaumont-Port Arthur, TX

Legend
- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
Legend:
- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
Legend

- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
CMA114A
Lakeland-Winter Haven, FL

Legend
- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
CMA120A
Huntsville, AL

Legend
- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
CMA122A
Binghamton, NY

Legend
- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
CMA132A
Kalamazoo, MI

Legend
- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
CMA133A
Manchester-Nashua, NH

Legend

- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
CMA135A
Eugene-Springfield, OR

Legend
- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
Legend
- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012

CMA146A
Daytona Beach, FL
CMA154A
New London-Norwich, CT

Legend
- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
CMA157A
Roanoke, VA

Legend
- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
CMA169A
Mayaguez, PR

Legend
- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
CMA170A
Galveston-Texas City, TX

Legend
- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012
CMA174A
Lafayette, LA

Legend
- CMA Market Boundary
- A Block CGSA
- Adjacent A Block CGSA

Analysis as of 01/11/2012